CFS IN THE FIELD
MCCOOK COLD STORAGE

McCook Cold Storage specializes in freezing, blast freezing, allergen control, and special handling.
When expanding their cold storage facility in McCook, Illinois, the company specified the ProSlab™
extended-joint concrete floor system using CFS 100-2 Type II steel fibers, improving floor
performance and reducing the cost of joint maintenance.

For more information on CFS products, please contact our sales team:
Mike McPhee 704-609-0020 mikem@concretefibersolutions.com
Matthew Norman 847.212.0268 matthewn@concretefibersolutions.com

750 W. Lake Cook Rd., Suite 480 | Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
Ph: 217.651.6317

www.concretefibersolutions.com
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
For many years, due to increasing customer demand,
McCook Cold Storage contemplated expanding their
150,000-square-foot, state-of-the-art warehouse facility. In
the fall of 2018, they broke ground on a 35,000 square-foot
expansion, providing space for 50 trucks rather than the
previous 35 and housing nearly 5000 new freezer positions.

THE OUTCOME
McCook selected the ProSlab™ extended-joint floor system
for many reasons, particularly to ensure a high-quality, highperforming concrete floor. Steel fibers are evenly distributed
throughout the concrete mix, increasing durability and loadbearing capacity. Additionally, the significant reduction in the
number of necessary joints combined with the elimination of
curling results in a significant reduction in maintenance
costs.

General Contractor:
FCL Builders, Itasca, IL
Concrete Contractor:
M-JTJ Contractors,
Streamwood, IL
Ready Mix Supplier:
Welsch Ready Mix,
Chicago, IL
Engineer:
Matt Norman, CFS
Joint Spacing: 112’ x 104’
Slab Thickness: 7”
Fiber Dosage: 65 lbs/yd

Utilizing CFS 100-2 Type II steel fibers for concrete
reinforcement in their ProSlab™ extended-joint floor allowed
for joint spacing of 112’ x 104’ and provided a cost-effective
method for increasing the durability and longevity of the
facility’s concrete floors. The existence of fewer joints and no
curling ensures less maintenance over the facility’s lifetime
for the floor itself and for the vehicles that traffic it.
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